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Abstract 
Shmel’kin, A.L. and R. Stohr, On torsion in certain free centre-by-soluble groups, Journal of 
Pure and Applied Algebra 88 (1993) 225-237. 
We study the homology of iterated exterior squares of relation modules to obtain information 
about torsion in certain free central extensions of groups. In particular, we detect elements of 
finite order in free centre-by-soluble of length n + 1 groups with nilpotent of class 2” 
commutator subgroup, and give a complete description of the torsion subgroup in the case 
n =2. 
1. Introduction and results 
Let G be a group given by a free presentation 
l+N-+F+G+l, (1.1) 
i.e. F is a free group, N a normal subgroup of F, and G = FIN. Let Ll and %, be 
varieties of groups, let U = U(N) and V= V(N) denote the verbal subgroups of N 
determined by LI and ‘x3, respectively, and consider the quotient FI[U, F]V. In 
view of the exact sequence 
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1+ lJVI[U, F]V+ FI[U, F]V- F/UP’-1, (1.2) 
this quotient is a central extension of F/UP’, which is, in its turn, an extension 
I- NIUV- + FlUV+ FIN-1 
of G = F/N with kernel N/W’, a relatively free group in the variety LI n %*. We 
mention that if NiUV is torsion-free, then FlUV is torsion-free as well [12]. In 
case when N is a verbal subgroup of F, G = FIN is the free group of a variety, ‘%? 
say. Then the quotient FI[U, F]V is also a relatively free group, and the 
corresponding variety can be described (using standard notation from Neumann’s 
book [ll]) as [E, U’B] n %%J, where @ denotes the variety consisting of the trivia1 
group only. A peculiar feature of the central extensions (1.2) is that elements of 
finite order may occur in the kernel, even if FiUV is torsion-free. Gupta [2] 
discovered elements of order 2 in the free centre-by-metabelian groups, that is 
(1.2) in case when N = F’, U = N’ and V= 1. The case when V= 1 and U = N’ 
for N being an arbitrary normal subgroup of F was studied by Kuz’min [7-lo]. 
Torsion in free central extensions of type FI[y,.N, F] (that is (1.2) with V= 1 and 
U = -y,N, where ly,N denotes the cth term of the lower central series of N) has 
been studied in [4, 13, 14, 171. In particular, for torsion-free G, a complete 
description of the torsion subgroup in homological terms has been given for c = p 
(p a prime) [14] and c = 4 [17]. The case when V= N” and U = y,N was studied in 
[3] and [16]. For torsion-free G, a complete homological description of the torsion 
in Fi [y,N, FIN” has been obtained for c = p (p a prime) [3] and c = 4 [16]. In this 
paper we study the case when V= y2,,+,N and U = N’“‘, where N’“’ denotes the 
nth derived group of N, i.e. the quotient 
Fl[N’“‘, F]yz,,+,N. (1.3) 
This group maps homomorphically onto F/N’“‘y 2n+, N, which is always torsion- 
free. Hence, the elements of finite order in (1.3) form a subgroup of N(n)-y2,Z+1 Nl 
[N’“‘, F]y2,,+ ,N. Let T, denote this torsion subgroup. If IZ = 1, (1.3) turns into 
FI[N’, F], and the torsion subgroup of this quotient is well understood. It is 
always a group of exponent dividing four [7]. If G has no 2-torsion, T, is 
isomorphic to H,(G, Z,), where .ZZ = 2122 [14]. For genera1 G, T, has been 
described in [4], [lo] and [15]. In this paper our main concern will be with the 
case n 2 2, but the case iz = 1 will be covered as well. Our first result gives a 
bound on the exponent of T,. 
Theorem 1. The exponent of T,, divides 2”+‘. 
Theorem 1 tells us that every element of finite order in (1.3) has order dividing 
2”+‘. However, this theorem does not address the question of whether or not 
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there are any such elements. Our second result, Theorem 2, refers to that 
question. It turns out that in many cases non-trivial elements of finite order occur, 
indeed, in (1.3). This will be proved by using a result of [6] which we describe 
now. Let M = R/R’ denote the relation module stemming from the free presenta- 
tion (l.l), and let A”M be the nth exterior power of M regarded as a G-module 
with diagonal action. For a polynomial f = c a$ with non-negative integer 
coefficients, and a G-module X, let fH, (G, X) (‘the homology group H,, (G, X) 
shifted by the polynomial f’) denote the direct sum of homology groups 
H,,+(G, X) in which the direct summand H,,+i(G, X) occurs with multiplicity a,. 
Now consider the tensor product A”M aG Z, and let cD~ denote the 2-component 
of its torsion subgroup. It is proved in [6] that if G has no elements of order 2, 
then there are isomorphisms 
(1.4) 
where the polynomials f, are defined inductively by 
2 
for n = 2 , 
f, = k, fern-lmod2, 
x2fnfn2+fni2 forn=Omod2andn>2. 
In the decomposition (1.4) the homology groups of maximal and minimal 
dimensions occur with multiplicity one. The maximal dimension is 2n, and the 
minimal dimension is n + r(n) + 1, where r(n) denotes the number of non-zero 
digits in the 2-adic decomposition of ~1. 
Theorem 2. For any n Z- 1, T,, has a direct summand which is isomorphic to Q2,, . 
In particular, if G has no elements of order 2, then f2”H2”(G, Z,) is a direct 
summand of T,. 
In case n = 1 we have, in fact, T, = CD* (see e.g. [14]). Our last result refers to 
T2. It provides a complete description of this group in case when G has no 
2-torsion. 
Theorem 3. If G has no elements of order 2, then there is an isomorphism 
Tz = HAG> G> @ HAG, Z,) CD H&G, Z,)@ H,(G, z,) . (1.5) 
Note that f,H,(G, Z,) z H,(G, Z,) Q3 H,(G, Z,). Hence the direct summand cD~ 
from Theorem 2 is, in general, a proper subgroup of T,. Also, Theorem 3 implies 
that the exponent of T2 divides 4 if G has no 2-torsion. Hence the bound on the 
exponent given in Theorem 1 is not optimal in this case. The question of whether 
or not T2 may have elements of order 8 in case when G has 2-torsion remains 
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open. We mention that the bound from Theorem 1 is sharp for T,, see [9]. In 
conclusion we apply our results to the special case when N = F’. Then G = F/F’ is 
a free abelian group, and (1.3) turns into F/[F’“+“, F]y*,,+,(F’), the free group in 
the variety 
that is, the variety of all centre-by-(soluble of derived length 5 n + 1) groups 
with nilpotent of class 5 2” commutator subgroup. The following is an ob- 
vious consequence of Theorems 1-3, (1.4) and the well-known fact that 
H,(FIF’, Z,,) = Ak(FlF’)C3Q,. 
Corollary. Let F,,,(.X,) denote the free group of rank m in the variety X,. Then 
(i) any element of finite order in F,,,(,%,,) has order dividing 2”+‘, 
(ii) F,,(X,) contains non-trivial elements of order 2 whenever m 2 2” + 2, 
(iii) Fm(.Xz) is torsion-free for m 5 4, it contains elements of order 2 whenever 
m 2 5, and it contains elements of order 4 whenever m 2 7. More precisely, the 
torsion subgroup of F,,,(.X?) is a direct product of ( ‘; ) cyclic groups of order 4 and 
( T ) + ( T ) + ( ‘;’ ) cyclic groups of order 2. 0 
For comparison we mention that the torsion subgroup of F,,,([@, \)ln+‘]), the 
free centre-by-soluble of length n + 1 group, is, for all n 2 2 and m 2 2, an 
elementary abelian 2-group of infinite rank (see [9] and [14]). 
Proofs are given in Sections 3 and 4. They are based on a lemma that 
transforms our group-theoretic problem into one about tensor products. Notation 
and some preliminary notions are introduced in Section 2. 
2. Preliminaries 
A standard notation is used throughout, and we explain it now. We begin with 
a group G that is given by the free presentation (1.1). By R we denote the 
integral group ring R = ZG, and by A its augmentation ideal, the kernel of the 
augmentation map E : R + Z. By J we denote the kernel of the composite of E and 
Z-+ Z,. Thus J c R consists of all elements 2k + 6 E R, where k E Z and 6 E A. 
As in Section 1, we let M = N/N’ denote the relation module stemming from the 
free presentation (1.1). Let P = A(F)@‘,ZG, where A(F) is the augmentation 
ideal of ZF, and note that P is a free G-module. Then there is a well-known short 
exact sequence 
(see e.g. [5, Chapter 6]), which will be an essential tool in our approach. This 
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[l]. It is usually referred 
called the Magnus em- 
We will work with right G-modules, and maps will be written on the right. The 
ring of integers Z and its quotients Z,, = ZlnZ will be regarded as trivial 
G-modules. Given a G-module A, we write A”A for the nth exterior power, S”A 
for the nth symmetric power, and T”A = A C3. . . @ A (n times) for the nth tensor 
power of A. These will be regarded as G-modules with diagonal action. Now we 
introduce another polynomial functor, the nth iterated exterior square CA, by 
setting O’A = A*A and, for II > 1, R”A = A’(iY-‘A). In other words, 
flnA = ,A* A’, . . . q*A. 
n 
There is a canonical projection w, : T*“A -+ OnA, which is defined inductively as 
follows: w, is the natural projection T*A+ A*A defined by a, 8 az+ a, A u2, and 
for n > 1 we set 
a,,..., uzn E A. If A is a G-lattice, that is, a G-module whose underlying abelian 
group is a free Z-module, and & is a free Z-basis of A, then a free Z-basis of the 
exterior square A2A can be obtained as follows. Take an arbitrary linear order of 
d, then the elements a, A u2 (a, ,a2 E &, a, > a2) form a free Z-basis of A’A. By 
definition of fInA, this procedure can be used repeatedly to obtain a free Z-basis 
of LlnA from a free Z-basis of A. 
Now we record some facts about exterior and symmetric squares which will be 
used in Sections 3 and 4 without specific references being given. For a G-lattice 
A, the maps 
u,~u2~u,@u2+a*@u,, a, Au,~u,@a,-u,c3u, 
(a, ,a2 E A) define embeddings 
77:S2A+T2A and u: A*A-+T*A. 
Clearly, the projection w1 : T2A + A2A factors through T2AIS2A (here we iden- 
tify S*A with the image of q), and there is a short exact sequence 
A @Z, w T’AIS*A + A*A , 
where the embedding on the left is defined by a @ l--+ a @ a + S2A (a E A). Now 
let 
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AHB+C (2.1) 
be a short exact sequence of G-lattices. The embedding A ts B induces embed- 
dings A2A-+ A2B and S2A + S’B, and there are short exact sequences 
A@Cw A’BIA’A+ A2C, A @ C >-f S’BIS’A + S2C 
(see e.g. [14, Section 7.11 for the exterior square case). Also, the exact sequence 
(2.1) yields a 4-term exact sequence 
O+ A2A+ A’B+B@C+S’C+O, 
(see [14, Section 7. l]), and there is a similar exact sequence starting with S’A, 
namely, 
O-+ S2A+ S’B+ B @ C- T'CIS'C+O . 
In particular, the augmentation sequence A w R ++Z yields a 4-term exact 
sequence 
which gives, in turn, a short exact sequence S’A H S2R + J. Also, the embedding 
in (2.1) yields an embedding T’AIS’A. - T’BIS’B, and its cokernel Y fits into a 
short exact sequence A @ C - Y + T2ClS2C. 
Finally, in Section 4 we will make extensive use of ‘dimension shifting’, 
meaning that if we are given an exact sequence 
of G-modules, where the Pi’s are homologically trivial, i.e. H,(G, Pi) vanishes in 
positive dimensions, then H,(G, A) g Hk+s(G, B) for all k Z- 1 and the kernel of 
A @(; Z+ P, @lG Z is isomorphic to H,(G, B). The fact that if G has no 2-torsion, 
then the exterior and symmetric squares of a free G-module are themselves free 
G-modules [14, Section 3.31 will also be used repeatedly. 
3. The proofs of Theorems 1 and 2 
Our approach is based on the following 
Lemma. The quotient N’“’ -y,, + 1 Nl [N’“‘, F]y2, + ,N is isomorphic to the tensor 
product l2”M @$Z. 
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Proof. Let S,,(x, , . . . , xzn) denote the higher commutator word that determines 
the nth derived group, i.e. 6,(x,, x2) = [x,, x7] and, for y1> 1, 
%(x,3. . . > X2” ) = CL I (x ,,“‘, .+I>, ~n-1(X2!?~1+,, . . . ,x2,,)], 
and let r,, . . . , r2,$ E N. The map 
(r,N’~...~r,,,N’)w,~6,(r,, . . . ,r2n)y2n+,N 
extends clearly to a G-homomorphism R”M + N’“‘yZn + ,NIy2”+ ,N. 
Now let {a, 1 i E Z} be a system of free generators for the free group N. Then 
& = {a,N’ 1 i E Z} is a free Z-basis of M, and we can construct a free Z-basis of 
R”M as described in Section 2. It is easily seen that our homomorphism maps this 
Z-basis one-to-one onto the set of basic commutators that forms a free Z-basis of 
the quotient N’“‘y,.+,Nly,.+, N. Hence our homomorphism is, in fact, an iso- 
morphism: fln”M g N’“‘y 2” + ,Nb2, + 1 N. Finally, by trivializing the G-action on 
both sides we obtain the required isomorphism 
R”MC3,Z= N’“‘y,n+,NI[N’“‘, F]y2n+1N. 0 
The above lemma allows us to identify T, with the torsion subgroup of 
R”M@‘,Z. For the rest of this paper we will work with this tensor product. 
Proof of Theorem 1. We need to show that T,, the torsion subgroup of 
R"M @',Z, is annihilated by 2”+i. By definition, O"M = A20"-'M, and we have 
an embedding 
v:R"M+L?-'M@O"-'M. 
By applying a similar embedding to the first tensor factor, and the identity map to 
the second, we obtain an embedding 
Continuing in this way we eventually get to an embedding 
On the other hand, there is a canonical projection 
defined by 
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(a I,..., U2” E M). It is easily seen that the composite of $ and K amounts to 
multiplication by 2” on fl”M: $K = 2”. For simplicity, put Q = fl’M@. . . @ 
fInelM. Now consider the embedding 
,B=/_.p@l:MMMMQ+PPPPQ, 
where p is the Magnus embedding, and the induced homomorphisms 
R”M@,L~(M@M@Q,@$ %(P@P@Q)@,Z. 
Since PC3 P@ Q is a free G-module, (P @ P@ Q) aG Z is free abelian. Hence, 
the theorem will be proved once we show that the kernel of $p @ 1 is annihilated 
by 2”+‘. Let r denote the automorphism of M @ M @ Q defined by 
a 0 b @ q + b 63 a @ q (u,b E M, q E Q). By Proposition 4.5 of [14] (see [18] for a 
short proof), r induces the trivial automorphism on the kernel of p @ 1. Also, one 
has clearly that (r + 1)~ = 0. Now let a E Ker(q!@ @ l), and consider the element 
u(+(r + 1)~ @ 1). On the one hand, (r + 1)~ = 0 implies 
U($(T + 1)K @ 1) = 0. 
On the other hand, a E Ker(@ (8 1) implies a(lC, @ 1) E Ker( p @ 1). Since T acts 
trivially on Ker( p @ 1) and t,!JK = 2”, we get 
a($(7 + 1)K @ 1) = 244K @ 1) = 2n+‘U 
Hence 2”+’ a = 0, and the theorem is proved. 0 
Proof of Theorem 2. The map 
a, A . . . A U2”’ 2(2”-,) 1-c sgn ~(a,(,) 8. . . @ urr(2r2))q1 , (3.1) 
where a,, . . . , u2,, E M and the sum runs over all permutations (T of the integers 
1,2, . . . ,2”, extends to a G-homomorphism 4 : A”M--+ R”M. Indeed, without 
the factor 1/2(2’-‘) (3.1) d fi e nes the composite of the antisymmetrization map 
A”‘M -+ T2”M and the projection w, : T’“M-+ R”M. Since the image of this map 
is in 2(‘“-‘)0”M, we can divide by 2(2”p’). On the other hand, we have the 
canonical projection 6 : fI”M-+ A2”M defined by 
(u,@~~*@u2,,)w,+u, h”‘A U2”. 
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It is easily seen that the composite of 4 and 6 amounts to multiplication by 
2”!/2”“~” on A’“M. Hence the composite of the induced homomorphisms 
amounts to multiplication by 2”!/2’2”m’) on A’“M @(; Z. Note that 2”!/2’*“-‘) is 
coprime to 2. Consequently, the restriction of 48 @ 1 to QZrl, the 2-torsion 
subgroup of A’“M CGG Z, is an isomorphism. It follows, that @22” is a direct 
summand of T,,, as required. 0 
4. Proof of Theorem 3 
Suppose that G has no elements of order 2. We need to show that the torsion 
subgroup of f2’M CGG i7 = A2 A2M BG Z is isomorphic to the right-hand side of 
(1.5). The relation sequence yields a 4-term exact sequence 
O+ A2M+ A2P+ P@A+S’A+O. 
Let K denote the kernel of P63 A-+ S’A. Then our 4-term exact sequence can be 
broken up into two short exact sequences 
A’Mw A2P* K and KwS’P+S’A 
of G-lattices. The former yields a 4-term exact sequence 
O+ A2A2M+ A2A2P-t A2P@K+S2K+0 (4.1) 
and the latter yields a 4-term exact sequence 
O-+ S2K+ S’S’P- S2P@ S’A-t T2S2A/S2S2A+0. (4.2) 
Consider the embedding on the left of (4.1), and let a denote the induced 
homomorphism 
(Y: A2A2M&Z+ A2A2P@&. 
Since A2 A’P is a free G-module, its trivialization is a free abelian group and so 
is the image of CX. Consequently, Theorem 3 will be proved once we show that the 
kernel of CY is isomorphic to the right-hand side of (1.5). Since both middle terms 
in (4.1) are free G-modules, we have 
Ker (Y E H,(G, S'K) , (4.3) 
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and since both middle terms of (4.2) are free G-modules, we have 
H,(G, S’K) = Hk+Z(G, T*S*AlS*S*A) 
for all k 2 1. The quotient T*S*A/S*S*A fits into 
S’A @ Z, w T*S*AiS*S*A ++ A2S2A . 
This sequence fits into the commutative diagram 
(4.4) 
the short exact sequence 
t T 
T’S*A/S’S’A+-+ T*S*RIS*S*R-C 
I I 1 
S2A@Z2-S2R@Z2-J@Z2 
with exact rows and columns, in which the left horizontal maps are induced by the 
inclusion map A+ R, and D and C denote the corresponding cokernels. Since the 
vertical sequence in the middle consists of homologically trivial terms, the first 
two horizontal sequences imply 
H,(G, A’S2A) = Hk+,(G, D) , (4.5) 
H,(G, T2S2AlS2S2A) = H,+,(G, C) (4.6) 
for all k 2 1. The right column of our diagram fits into the commutative diagram 
A’@JmD-A2J 
A2 1 J--T:- T*J jS*J 
I I 
J@Z, =J@Z2 
(4.7) 
We claim that 
H,(G, C) = H,(G, J@Z,)@ H,(G, D) (4.8) 
for all k 2 1. To verify the claim, we will show that the homomorphisms 
H,(G, J@G>* H,(G, C> 
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induced by the embedding J @ n, -+ C are injective and split for k 2 1. In view of 
(4.7), this will follow once we show that the homomorphisms 
H,(G, J@n,)+H,(G, T2JIS2J) (4.9) 
induced by the embedding Jon, -+ T2JIS2J are injective and split. By tensoring 
the short exact sequence J w R +n, over Z with Z,, we obtain a 4-term exact 
sequence 
in which the connecting homomorphism on the left maps 1 + 22 to 2 @ (1 + 22) E 
J @n,. This 4-term exact sequence fits into the commutative diagram 
Jr\JmR/\R-J@n2 
t t 
0~ n,- T2JIS2J- T2RIS2R - T T’R/(Tf+ S2R)-0 
O-n,- J@n,- R@n,-n,-0 
(4.10) 
with exact rows and columns. Observe that the trivial G-module Z, on the left 
splits up as a direct summand in both J@n, and T*JIS*J. The correspond- 
ing splitting homomorphisms J 63 n, + n, and T2JIS2J+n, are given by 
(21f S) C3 l+ I + 22 and (21, + 8,) C3 (21, + 6,) + S*J+ l,Z, + 22, where 1,Z, I, E 
Z and 6,6, ,a, E A. Since k* = k mod 2, we have a commutative square 
n, - T2JIS2J 
II T 
n,+--- Jcu, 
of G-modules. Hence, 
ff,(G, T2JIS2J) = H,(G, Z,) CB H,(G, A) , 
(4.11) 
K(G, J@Z,) = H,(G, H,)@H,(G, B) 
where A and B are isomorphic to the images of T2JIS2J in T2RIS2R and J2 @n, 
in R On,, respectively. Moreover, from (4.10) we obtain a commutative diagram 
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A- T2RIS2R --w T2Rl(T2J + S2R) 
IT T 
B+-+R@iZ,-Z 2 
with exact rows. Observe that the map r @Is-+ (KS)& + 22 defines a G-splitting of 
the right vertical homomorphism in this diagram. Hence, H,(G, Z,) is a direct 
summand of H,(G, T’RI(T’J + S’R)). Since both T’RIS’R and R@& are 
homologically trivial, it follows that 
H,(G, B) = H,+,(G, z,> (4.12) 
is a direct summand of H,(G, A) g H,+,(G, T’RIT2J + S2R). Hence (4.9) is 
injective and split, and this verifies the claim (4.8). Moreover, from (4.11) and 
(4.12) we have that 
H,(G> J@&) = H,(G, Z,)@ Hk+l(G, Z,) (4.13) 
for all k ~1. Now consider H,(G, D), the second direct summand in (4.8). In 
view of (4.5), H,(G, II)= Hk_l(G, A2S2A) for all kz2. By [16, Lemma 7.11, 
there are isomorphisms 
H,(G, A’s24 = H,+,(G, Z,)@H,+,(G, Z,) . 
for all k 2 1. Consequently, for all k L 2 we have 
H,(G> 0) = Hk+3(G, Z,) CD H~+~(G, z,) . 
By substituting this and (4.13) into (4.8), we get 
H,(G> D) = H,+,(G, G) @ H,+,(G, Z,> 
@H,c+,(G, W@H,(G, Z,>. (4.14) 
Finally, by combining (4.3), (4.4) and (4.6) we get Ker CY z H,(G, D), which 
coincides, in view of (4.14), with the right-hand side of (1.5). This completes the 
proof of the theorem. III 
Remark. From (4.1) we also have that H,(G, A2 A2M) is isomorphic to 
Hkt2(G, S2K) for all k z 1, and by combining this with (4.4), (4.6) and (4.14) we 
find that 
H,(G, A’ A’hl) = H,+,(G, z,)@ H,+,(G, Z,) 
@ H,+,(G> z,) @ H,+,(G, Z2> 
for all kzl. 
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